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Abstract

The Internet has created countless possibilities for commemorations dedicated 
to tragic or catastrophic events and for exercising collective memory, which has 
not only gradually hidden our physical bodies but is also changing the way we 
experience the death of those around us. People who died in some extreme events 
could not be buried well. Meanwhile, their relatives shared collective memories 
and trauma. Thus, I want to create a digital cemetery that collects the digital "soul". 
Besides, the digital cemetery could gather the people who have relatives who died 
in the same event and experienced the same trauma, forming a place that not only 
communicates but can heal each other.

I will create a website as the main digital platform for the community where 
people can bury their loved ones in a virtual Constellations system and build 
them a monument. Along with an  Augmented Reality mobile application mobile 
application, people can see the exact location of their relatives or friends buried in 
the constellation and resonate in the community. What's more, they can have an 
additional physical interaction device. When someone visits a buried person, the 
interactive device will produce haptic feedback, and people can experience tangible 
visualizations from the device and comfort from those who have shared trauma. 
To join the community or merely to experience it, both strains and reinforces the 
mutuality of the “Collective memory” said to be in this together.
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Physical Devices

Situation 1:

Laina Tuckanow, 21, lost her 39-year-old mother, Danielle Rose Poorbear, in April, 2020. 
Tuckanow had a rose tattooed on her face with the name 'Danielle' as the stem to honour 
her mother, who died of COVID-19. The Regina woman says the pandemic has forever 
changed her life. 
Source: Matthew Howard/CBC News



Device 1: Rose Media Player

An Arduino board linked to a cramp, tied to the flower branch, dipped in the water.
The sensor could get the signal when the flowers are dipping in or without the water.



This device imitates the concept of tomb sweeping during funeral ceremony.
Usually, for flower caring, we change the water in the vase every two to three days.
When you lift up the flowers, the Arduino board can sense whether the flowers are out of 
the water and transmit the signal through WI-FI or Bluetooth that connects to the mobile 
application. Thus, specific sounds would be played based on your setting. It could be a voice 
message from people who visit your virtual memorial space, or just a song that reminds you 
of your loved ones. 



Situation 2:

The traditional funeral ceremony scripts 
usually contain a gesture of praying, either 
using joss sticks or praying with folded 
hands.

After observing the 911 Memorial, I noticed 
that nowadays people used to take a photo 
after their praying process, saving them as a 
shred of evidence that they had finished the 
memorial scripts.

Based on this common pattern, I design a 
new funeral ceremony script in the digital 
world - using mobile phones and camera 
lenses to observe the environment as well as 
process the memorial ceremony. I use a Web 
AR application to describe these processes.

Source: m.k366.com/rili/40027.html

Source: cultureguru.my/blog/life-hacks/

Source: Youtube - 911 Memorial and World Trade Center Tour



Device 2: Personal Sacred

In this scene,  the Mozart album is one's deceased 
grandfather's possessions. I create a web-based Augmented 
Reality application to represent the praying process.

In this new normal, you open the mobile phone camera 
and point it to the possessions, staring at the phone screen. 
After a while, more specifically, five minutes, based on your 
setting, some stars will appear on the screen. When you 
click on those stars, you can hear a 15 seconds music piece 
each from the Mozart album. When you finish playing the 
music, the stars disappear one by one, and your personal 
sacred memorial script is finished.







Situation 3:

Collective trauma during tragic or catastrophic events not only affects one or two people 
but has a huge impact on the community with shared memories. Not only the online digital 
cemetery should serve as a public monument that to remember the event, but also people 
should resonate in the community. 

When someone visits a buried person, the interactive device will produce feedback, and 
people can experience tangible visualizations from the device and comfort from those who 
have shared trauma. To join the community or merely to experience it, both strains and 
reinforces the mutuality of the “Collective memory” said to be in this together. 



Device 3: Album Lantern

The album lantern is not 
only a drawer that stores 
your memorable object but 
emphasizes them and reminds 
you of your loved ones 
occasionally. Connected to 
Bluetooth or WI-FI, the lantern 
is normally served as a bedside 
lamp with an LED bulb. 
However, when someone visits 
your virtual memorial space 
on the mobile application, 
the LED bulb will change 
color to remind you, and the 
PDLC Switchable Electronic 
Adhesive Smart Glass will turn 
to clear mode and let you see 
through the lantern. Thus, your 
memorial item was revealed.

Closed Light Up

Change Light Color Item Revealed







Memorial Day Event

For future development, we can imagine there are multiple ways of using the starlight 
memorial Web AR system as well as the physical devices. Users of the system are free to 
output their gestures and the culture of their own community.

1. For example, you can tap and plant the AR flower in any scene in the world base on maps 
and GPS location. You can put the physical flower on the 911 Memorial in central Manhattan, 
but also the virtual ones if you are not physically there.
2. On a memorial day, you can change the LED bulb color of your album lantern lighting 
devices at a specific time inside your community, as a memorial event.
3. You can also rearrange the location of your planet in the starlight memorial, to form a 
specific pattern or letter based on the culture of your community. 



Tap and plant the AR flower in any scene


